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Data Scientist
A Data Scientist is sometimes described as someone
who can find a lump of gold in a large mountain of
unstructured data. Because Big-Data has become a
trend in many industries, the demand for this type of
data scientist is increasing enormously, with a few
hundred percent growth in recent years. The core task
of the (Big) Data Scientist is to analyze large amounts
of data in order to discover certain insights that are
relevant to the organization. The Data Scientist can
now also often be seen in a consultant role

Work Happiness Expert
The Work Happiness Expert is an advisor, manager or
staff officer who focuses on increasing the happiness
experience on the work floor. The Werk Happiness
expert does this by giving workshops and (team-)
coaching focused on personal leadership and inspiring
sessions. In addition, the Work Happiness Expert
shares knowledge and insights about happy working,
or he or she implements tools or systems with which
the happiness experience of the employees can be
tracked. The Werkgezukdeskundige has already been
seen on the job market in various forms, from
external advisor to Chief Happiness Officer.

Domotics / Smart Home /
"Internet of Things
Expert The Domotica Expert specializes in the use of
technical applications in the home, also known as
smart homes. Think of connections between internet,
telephone and household appliances. Remote control
of awnings and heating with your smartphone before
you even get home. Here is also the "internet of
things" in attendance, for example your refrigerator
that orders new milk. There are also different forms of
appearance here, from designer to Installer Smart
Homes

Growth Hacker
A Growth Hacker is an Online Marketing Specialist who
focuses specifically on accelerating growth through the
process or "hacking" a particular method. He or she does
many small tests / experiments to find the most effective
method for achieving the fastest possible growth. When
this method is found he / she will use the method as much
as possible. The Growth Hacker is often a multi-talented
specialist who also specializes in a number of disciplines,
so the Growth Hacker has an overview of all possibilities
and he or she seeks to connect several connecting
elements to achieve the greatest possible effectiveness

Digital Developer
The Digital Developer is a collective name for Web
developers or App developers. At Web developers
there is another split between Front-end (the visible
front of the website) and Back-end (the code of the
website that makes different applications possible).
The Developer must not only be able to program, but
above all to come up with applications that solve a
problem or make functionality possible. There has
been a shortage of developers for years, so the jobs
are up for grabs.

Longevity Coach
The Longevity Coach is a specialized coach in the
field of lifestyle, nutrition and exercise. The
Longevity Coach focuses on spreading
knowledge about how people can stay healthy
and vital for a long time. He or she does this by
making the clients more consciously responsible
choices in the area of nutrition, exercise, stress
management and sleep quality. This approach is
called "Longevity". This is a contraction of the
English terms "long" and "vitality": healthy and
vital aging.

Product Owner
The Product Owner is a specialized online product manager. He or she is
often the manager a specific part of the online environment, which in
this context is called the product. The Product Owner is responsible for
the ROI (Return of Investment) of the further development of this
specific component. The Product Owner must have a clear vision of
what he or she wants to see developed and should also be able to
convey this vision to the team and other stakeholders within the
company. The Product Owner then translates the ideas into tasks or
process steps or small development projects called tickets. These tickets
will be placed on the so-called Product Backlog and the Product Owner
will determine the priorities.

Development coach
A development coach focuses on the personal or
professional development of employees or clients.
The development coach comes in different forms, for
example as a career coach. The management coach,
the mentor and other specialized coaches also fall
under this job group. The core of his or her approach
is to help the client or employee with changes in
behavior that impede the client's personal or
professional well-being. He or she does this, among
other things, by listening carefully to the client in
order to gain insight into the personal bottlenecks of
the client and then to convey these insights.

Drone Pilot
The Drone pilot controls a drone. A drone is an
unmanned aircraft. Where the pilot of an airplane or
helicopter is actually in the aircraft and accompanies,
the Drone pilot controls his aircraft from the ground.
The Drone pilot can control the drone from a nearby
location, but also from many kilometers away. The
first professional Drone pilots had a military function,
nowadays you can also see them coming back in
commercial applications, such as film

3D specialist
A 3D specialist can be either a draftsman or a 3D print
specialist. The 3D draftsman creates 3D designs for
various applications. For example, the 3D draftsman
designs specific parts for devices and machines, but
can also make a design for a house so that the house
can be viewed from all angles. The 3D-print specialist
focuses on printing three-dimensional designs with a
3D printer, it may be that he / she also makes the 3D
designs for this.

